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ABSTRACT

As a consequently increase amount of web services available on the web, automatic discovery presents a great challenge, in order to satisfy this requirement, semantic discovery approaches based on ontologies have been developed. However, end-users do not have knowledge about semantic web languages to express their requirements.

In this paper, we propose an automatic discovery framework based on multi-agent systems and natural language processing techniques to match a user request. The framework allows semantic matching through a set of semantic web services in order to enhance the accuracy of the discovery pattern, and to find a relevant match to the user request composed of keywords written in natural language. The use of multi-agent systems provide us the possibility to decrease the run-time by parallelizing simultaneous tasks, also, to implement various natural language processing techniques and matchmaking algorithms, and finally, they allow us to measure the users satisfaction through their behaviors dashboard analyze.

Keywords—Semantic web Service, Ontology, web service composition, functional and non-functional properties, Distributed information systems, natural language processing.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, with the emergence of web services, semantic web and service oriented architecture (SOA)[21], the number of web services over internet is rising, a demand increases for an automatic web service discovery framework that can provides high relevant services to the user requirements expressed using queries specified by functional and non-functional properties [19].

Web services are implemented through standard technologies: WSDL [14][25], UDDI [8], and SOAP[2]. These technologies facilitate the description, discovery, and communication between services. However, this basic infrastructure encode only a syntactic representation of what is expected by, and returned from, a service (its inputs and outputs), and does not allow to automate related web service management tasks such as discovery, selection, composition, invocation and orchestration.
Web service discovery [10] is the process of searching relevant services to a user query. This process usually consists of matching a user request to a set of web service descriptions, in order to retrieve highly appropriate services to the user requirements.

Many syntactic and semantic web service discovery approaches have been proposed [16][1][13][15]. However, they present various limitations. First, some proposed frameworks require that the both of the web service provider and requester use the same ontology domain to allow the semantic matchmaker to measure the match degree between the user query and the web service description. Also, most of domain ontologies are mono-language. That means other web services described by different description languages will not be considered. Another limitation of some proposed approaches is that they require the requestor to be familiar with semantic web languages and express his requirements using a specific semantic description language such as WSMO [11], WSDL [24], OWL or OWL-S [7].

We address these limitations by providing a new framework for discovery of semantically enriched web services, the proposed framework allows end-user to search web services described using several semantic web description languages, through a request expressed in natural language keywords. The discovery process of our framework can be summarized as follows:

Understanding user requirements using natural language techniques [23] such as word sense disambiguation [22], part-of-speech tagging [4], tokenization, sentence segmentation, Stop word removal, lemmatization and Stemming to establish the user request context.

Extracting keywords from semantic or syntactic web service description to specify the web service context.

Measuring similarity degree between user request context and web service context.

Ranking the selected web services using several matchmaking algorithms considering functional and non-functional properties (e.g. price, location, service availability, Quality of Service ...)

Measuring the user satisfaction to adapt the discovery mechanism to the user preferences for later requests.

Multi-agent systems [5] provide a new method to analyze, describe and implement sophisticated applications that need to distribute tasks between autonomous entities. The use of Multi-agent system allows us to adopt various natural language processing techniques such as PoS [4], WSD [22] ... and discover web services described in different web service description languages like WSDL [11], WSMO [11], OWL-S [7] …, with a minimum adaptation for Worker Agents. Agents ensure a good portability because they can be deployed in several types of devices including mobile devices.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide an overview of the related work performed in the area of semantic web service discovery, whereas in section 3, we provide some background knowledge about technologies that are integrated in our framework, namely NLP techniques, web service description languages and Multi-agent systems. In section 4 we present an overview of the proposed framework then we discuss in details its architecture. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Related Works

Many research have been made to create a web service discovery framework. Generally, all the proposed approaches are based on syntactic or semantic matchmaking algorithms.

M. Paolucci, T. Kawamura, T.R. Payne, and K. Sycara [16] proposed a semantic matchmaking algorithm consisting of a similarity degree obtained by matching the user request inputs and outputs to the web service inputs and outputs. Four different matching degrees are possible: Exact Match (When the user request inputs/outputs match exactly the web service inputs/outputs), Plugging Match (When the web service inputs/outputs plug the user request inputs/outputs), Subsumed Match (When the user request inputs/output subsume the web service inputs/outputs), and otherwise, a Fail degree is generated.

A. Bener, V. Ozadali, and E. Ilhan [1] extended Paolucci’s matchmaking algorithm by proposing an algorithm that performs as well as inputs/outputs matching, preconditions, effects and service context.

J.M. García, D. Ruiz, A. Ruiz-Cortés [13] proposed to improve the run-time by adding a preprocessing stage to discard all web services that not contain the concepts expressed by the user request. Using SPARQL this preprocessing mechanism improve the run-time, but it has a negative influence in term of precision.

A knowledge based approach for semantic web services discovery have been presented in [15], the mechanism is based on knowledge and multi-level search for semantic web services discovery. Which an intelligent broker utilizes a knowledge based system and multi-level search to overcome the drawbacks of syntactic and semantic discovery. The multi levels of service discovery allows them to improve the probability of accurate matching.

Our proposed framework considers all the end-users as a non-technicians, we extract concepts from a keyword-base user request using NLP techniques and we define automatically the user request and the web service context, all cited algorithms are effective for single web service description language, instead of from our approach that can be used to discover services described in various web service description languages such as OWL-S, WSMO, WSDL, ...

3 Background

In this section we briefly describe some concepts that are integrated in our proposed framework, we start by presenting some natural language processing techniques used to process a requestor requirements expressed using a human language, Then, we define some semantic web concepts and languages used to describe syntactically and semantically a web service, and finally we finish this section by presenting an overview about multi-agent systems.

3.1 Natural language processing techniques (NLP).

Refers to the use and ability of computers to process and understand sentences expressed in a human (natural) language such as English, NLP [23] is a growing area of research with several applications in different fields. Technically our proposed framework employs a set of natural language processing techniques which are listed below:

Tokenizing[4]: Word tokenizing is an important part of text processing, every natural language needs to normalize the text and chop it up into pieces called tokens, text tokenization may also ignores some
characters such as punctuation. For example, a sentence like “Hotel in Casablanca Morocco, with a good price” can be divided into 8 tokens (“Hotel”, “in”, “Casablanca”, “Morocco”, “with”, “a”, “good”, “price”).

Stop word removal: stop word is a predefined set of words from a language that are excluded from the vocabulary because they don’t give a relevant semantic information. An example of stop words list is shown in Figure 1. The last example will be composed of five tokens after applying Reuters-RCV1 stop word list (“Hotel”, “Casablanca”, “Morocco”, “good”, “price”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>an</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>are</th>
<th>as</th>
<th>at</th>
<th>be</th>
<th>by</th>
<th>for</th>
<th>from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>has</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>its</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>was</td>
<td>were</td>
<td>will</td>
<td>with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Stop list of 25 semantically non-selective words which are common in Reuters-RCV1

Part-of-speech Tagging[23]: PoS tagging is the process of tagging words based on their context with its corresponding part-of-speech (PoS). Many PoS Tagger are available such as Brill’s rule-Based PoS Tagger [4] from natural language toolkit library (NLTK) [3].

Stemming and lemmatization: the aim of stemming and lemmatization process is to reduce tokens into their stem form called lemma. Depending stemmers/lemmatizers tokens stemming and lemmatization can be done various techniques such as, Terms normalizing (e.g. are, is, am = be), equivalence classes definition, asymmetric expansion (e.g. Hotel, hostel, motel, resort = hotel), affixes chopping (e.g. development, developments, developing, developer = develop). Many words lemmatizers/stemmers are available, the most common for English language is Porter Stemmer [20] and WordNet lemmatizer from NLTK library [3].

Word sense disambiguation [22]: after tokens lemmatization a word sense disambiguation process takes place to identify which meaning of a polysemy lemma is employed in a sentence. WSD algorithms use the sentence’s context and previous disambiguated words to calculate a similarity score. In our case, word sense disambiguation will be applied to the set of lemmas extracted from the user request and from the web service description, producing two sets of two sets of disambiguates meanings that can be used in the discovery and matchmaking algorithms.

3.2 Web service description languages

To promote the automation of web service management tasks, a number of different semantic languages have been created such as, WSMO [11] and OWL-S [7], to provide a more powerful method for web service discovery, selection, composition, invocation and orchestration by describing functionalities of services in a machine interpretable form.

WSDL (Web Service Description Language)[14]: is a W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) standard for syntactic web service description, WSDL 2.0[24] used to describe the web service interface and the message exchange patterns (Structure of SOAP messages).

OWL-S (Ontology Web Language for Services) [7]: formerly DAML-S, is an ontologies-based web service description language, in OWL-S each service is described using three XML-Based parts which are: Service Profiles (to describe the web service capabilities), Service Model (describing web service behaviors) and Service Grounding (to provide details about the web service invocation).
WSMO (Web Service Modelling Ontology)[11]: provides a semantic modelling language for web services capabilities description. In WSMO, a web service is described using four core elements, which are: Ontologies, Goals, Web services and Mediators.

UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration)[14]: is a standard web service registry, that allows services providers through an API to publish his services, and services requesters to search for desired web services. UDDI offers a syntactic description of its content. However, it does not present semantic models to understand the user requests and web service capabilities.

3.3 MULTI-AGENT systems

The equations are an exception to the prescribed specifications of this template. You will need to determine whether or not your equation should be typed using either the Times New Roman or the Symbol font (please no other font). To create multileveled equations, it may be necessary to treat the equation as a graphic and insert it into the text after your paper is styled.

Multi-agent system (MAS) [5] is a collection of interacting agents that are used to solve complex and distributed problems. Agents are loosely coupled which allows adding new functions or removing existing features easily by creating or destroying agent without affection the whole system structure. In our case, the following features of MAS are especially interesting:

Goal orientedness: An agent is able to handle complex tasks, it should decide in which order and in which way the task should be processed. That feature allows us to adopt various natural language processing techniques and discover web services described in different web service description languages with a minimum adaptation for Worker Agents.

Autonomy: Agents are highly autonomous, they operate without human or other agents’ intervention. Which allows us to add and remove various functionalities to our framework without affection the system.

Portability: Agents can be deployed in various devices that are supporting JADE/LEAP [5], such as mobile devices, personal computers, servers.
4 The Proposed Framework

4.1 Semantic Web Service Discovery And Composition Framework

Our proposed framework shown in figure 2 aims to discover web services using various web service discovery techniques in order respond to a keyword-based user request expressed using natural languages. When no selected web service matches the user requirements, a service composition process take place to create new functionality by combining the features offered by other existing services. Our proposed framework consists of two different patterns:

- **Discovery pattern**: The web service discovery pattern consists of keywords-based discovery process for searching web services described using semantic or syntactic languages, the discovery pattern use NLP techniques to establish a match between a user request expressed using keywords and a semantic or a syntactic web service description.
- **Composition pattern**: The composition mechanism take place when no selected web service meet the user requirements, Our approach based on workflow, consider a composite service as a business process. A composite service (composite plan) includes a set of atomic services as well as controls and data exchange between them. Similarly, a business process is composed of a set of elementary structured activities, as well as the execution order between them.

In this article, the focus is on the discovery pattern, the composition process will be the subject of future works.
4.2 Web Service Discovery Pattern

To satisfy the user requirements, the web service discovery pattern shown in figure 3, uses many components. First, a proxy agent which is the interface between the user and the platform, it’s capable of receiving the user request, looking for a response in the local registry, communicating with intermediate agents, executing services, delivering results to the user, measuring user satisfaction and saving the relevant solution to the user request as an history in the local registry. The proxy agent can be hosted by personal computers, servers and mobile devices that are supporting JADE/LEAP [5] such as smart phones, cars, smartwatch and all other wearable devices. Second, a NLP container that allows keywords-based discovery process for searching web services described using semantic or syntactic languages. And finally, a discovery container that uses various web service description languages parsers to extract web service descriptions from the web service register, and different matchmaking algorithms to match between a user request expressed using keywords and a semantic or a syntactic web service description.

![Figure 3. Web service discovery pattern sequence diagram](image)

4.2.1 Natural language processing (NLP) Container:

A service requestor express its requirements using a collection of words. Because a word can have various senses (e.g., pen can be used to mean either an instrument for writing or drawing with ink or a female swan).

NLP container as shown in figure 4, is used to process the user request and the web service descriptions and extract the context and the meanings. The NLP mechanism start by receiving a user query from the proxy agent, the intermediate agent, is the interface between the NLP Container agents and the other system’s components. The intermediate agent initiates the user request and the web service description processing by sending a tokenizing request to the NLTK library, to normalize the text and chop it up into pieces called tokens. After receiving tokens the intermediate agent calls a PoS tagging method to tag tokens based on their context with its corresponding part-of-speech (PoS), then we remove the stop words. The intermediate agent then creates WAn worker agents corresponding the number of tokens, each worker agent send a stemming request to the NLTK library to reduce token into its stem form called lemma. In order to identify which meaning of a polysemy lemma is employed, worker agents invoke a

**URL:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.54.3183](http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.54.3183)
word sense disambiguation method, selected concepts are send to the intermediate agent to be delivered as a set of user query concepts (QConcepts) or web service description concepts (WSConcepts) to the discovery container to start the discovery process.

4.2.2 • Discovery Container:

The web service discovery container shown in figure 5, aims to select web services from the service registry, parse and read web service descriptions to extract functional and non-functional concepts and attributes and finally rank selected web services using matchmaking algorithms.

After receiving a discovery request from the NLP Container, the intermediate agent start by creating different Parser agents, each parser agent use specific web service description reader and parser to be able to read and extract relevant information through web service description written in different languages. For OWL-S a parser like Sesame [18] or Jena [12] can helps in this process and for WSMO which is written using WSML parser like WSMO4J [8] can be used. Once the parsing process finish, a sets of relevant web services description related words are selected and sent to the NLP Container (figure 3) to be processed. The NLP Container define the meanings of each word by applying a various NLP techniques like word tokenizing, Stemming and lemmatization and word sense disambiguation. When the NLP mechanism is done, the discovery container receive again a set of selected user request and web services description meanings to match. The goal of matchmaking is to process the user request and the web service description concepts and measure the similarity degree between them. A ranked set of the selected web services is generated. Finally, the proxy agent invokes the selected web service and measures the user satisfaction to adapt the discovery mechanism to the user preferences for later requests.

![Figure 4. NLP Container sequence diagram](image-url)
In this paper, we presented a framework that allows web service discovery based on user request expressed using human language.

Our proposed framework considers the end-user as non-technician, in fact, we don’t require any knowledge related to the web service technologies, the discovery process start by applying NLP techniques to extract concepts from a keyword-base user and then defining automatically the user request and the web service context. Furthermore, our proposed system uses various web service matchmaking algorithms to find the best match to the user requirements. The use of Multi-agent system permits us to implement several web service description languages parsers and execute parallel tasks in order to improve the run-time.

To extend our proposed framework, composition mechanism is required. Future work includes more details about our composition pattern based on workflow and considering a composite service as a business process.
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